
STRONG
IS NEVER
WRONG

Carry yourself proudly - and protect
your back too!

B Y  J T  Y A N C Y ,  M A T ,  L A T ,  A T C ,  C S C S

Military personnel are subjected to numerous testing criteria to assess their physical capabilities and to
identify any shortfalls that may need to be addressed. These tests are critical in that they must be
administered and monitored before being deployed or assigned to military exercises. If someone fails or
struggles to maintain a standard then their team will carry the burden of that extra work load if it is not
addressed. The most basic and fundamental aspect of any and all military tactical movements, job task, and
physical training all require ONE consistent foundation.

READ MORE BY 
SCANNING THE QR CODE!

Work Right NW is changing the way
that companies view workplace
hazards. Our focus is on educating the
workforce to prevent injury. We provide
access to Injury Prevention Specialists in
the workplace to address the early signs
of discomfort. We are changing the
industry one company at a time by
helping one person at a time.
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Sounds logical enough, JT, but what does this
have to do with my work as an industrial
athlete?”

PROTECT THE BACKFUNDAMENTAL FOUNDATION

If you’re still thinking
this whole posture
thing isn’t that big of a
deal and unimportant,
drop and give me 20
push  ups.  One  thing I

STRONG IS NEVER WRONG
Let’s think through how we might integrate
this militaristic posture into our daily tasks
as an industrial athlete and focus on the
“Gunnery Sergeant” technique. This
technique is a posture form to take when
lifting.

Push your chest out like you own 
      the place. 

Pull your shoulders back and set.
Place your feet hip width apart.
Keep your butt down.
Sit back on your heels.

Great question! As industrial athletes, we’re
obviously not in the military. But our bodies
go through many physical obstacles and
tests on a daily basis as we complete our
work tasks. That requires this same very core,
fundamental item from military training. If
you’re reading along and realizing you’re
sitting or standing a little taller, you already
know what this fundamental foundation is.
Say it with me, “GOOD POSTURE!”

learned about my time in the military is
that by the time you figure out how
important this is, you are usually really
strong from lots of extra push ups and
have excellent posture. And at Work
Right, we know STRONG IS NEVER
WRONG!

yourself, “They must have been in
the military?” What you're
recognizing is that individual’s
posture, how they stand, and how
they carry themselves. 

Think on this: Have you
ever been shopping or
walking somewhere, seen
someone, and thought to
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